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Introduction

In many Tupi-Guarani
languages there r/ccurs a
particular type of construction
involving two verbs (Jensen
1990:124f, 137ff). The second
verbs in such constructions,
traditionally referred to
as
"gerunds"
in Tupi studies (cf.
Jensen 1989, Lemos Barbosa
n.d.,
Rodrigues
1953 and 1981),
have distinctive morphology and,
in
some
of
these lAnguages,
form a closed class. The
present study is a description of
this double-verb construction in
Mbyá, a dialect of Guarani.
I refer to the two verbs in such a
construction as V1 and
V2, respectively, a notation commonly
used in describing
serial verb constructions (SVCs).
The reason for this choice
will be explained shortly.1
1 Comments from John
Clifton, Des Derbyshire, Cheryl
Jensen, Stephen Levinsohn and
Steve Quakenbush have been
quite helpful in different
versions of this paper. All of
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In MbyA, the V1-V2 construction is quite
common in
natural speech. In a corpus of
different
types
of narrative
texts which total approximately 1700
sentences,
it was found
in slightly over 10% of all
sentences.
An
initial example is
provided by (1):2
(1)

kvatsia a-ctsa a-l-ni
paper
150-see ISO-be.located-V2
'I'm reading seated'

In (1), V1 is actsa 'I see', while
V2 is alai,
corresponding to 'seated' in the free translation.
(The
label "V2", besides designating the
second verb in the

its remaining shortcomings are, of course,
my own. Although
in general linguistics the term
"gerund"
refers
to a verbal
form used as a noun, this is not its
sense
in
descriptions
of Tupi-Guarani languages. (An
exception is Lemos Barbosa
(n.d. no. 159 note), who suggests
that the gerund in
Tupinambi is a nominalized form;
out by examples cited.) Guarani however, this is not borne
V2s cannot substitute for
either nouns or adjectives. In
an earlier version of Dooley
1990, I referred to V2s as "auxiliaries"
"auxiliary
verbs". However, these terms are commonly or
understood
to
refer to verbs which "express the tense,
aspect.,
mood,
voice, or polarity of the verb with
which they are
associated" (Schachter, p. 41). MbyA V2s do
not regularly
express any of these, although
some
have
an
aspectual
usage
(Sect. 2).
2 phonemic
transcription is used in this paper. Mbyit
has six vowels: i, A, u, c, a, o (- [s]).
It has fourteen
consonants: p, t, k, kv, ?, j ([dg] preceding
oral vowels),
m ((sb] preceding oral vowels), n ((nd] preceding
oral
vowels), n ([g] preceding oral
vowels), niv ((qv) - [sly]
preceding oral vowels), r, ts (- Et.11), h,
[v]).
Nasalization spreads syllable-by-syllable 0 (- [w]
regressively
throughout (roughly) a word beginning
with a stem-final
syllable which is nasal (having its
vowel
marked with
tilde), or from any of the consonants
progressive spreading of nasalization m, n, n. There is also
from stem-final nasal
syllables to certain suffixes, including
the V2 suffix. Thus
in (1), alai 'seated, located',
with
-I
'be
located' as its
stem, is pronounced (1.1.'nl] (or
rather
[iii.'n1)
when vowel
glides are taken into account).
Syllables are V or CV.
Glides are not discussed in
this paper. Stress is discussed
in Sect. 3.

3
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construction, is used in this paper to gloss its identifying
suffix.)3
In this paper, the Mbyi V1-V2 construction is examined
from various points of view: lenico-semantic
(Sect. 2),
phonological (in relation to stress) (Sect. 3),
morphological (Sect. 4) and syntactic (Sect. 5). It is
seen
to be a phrase in which V2 functions
syntactically as a
modifier of Vl. This construction is then
compared and
contrasted with others in Mbyg, namely
clauses
(Sect. 6) and coordinate clauses (Sect.subordinate
7). At this point
(Sect. 8), it is compared with SVCs
as documented in
languages of West Africa, the Caribbean,
Southeast Asia,
East Asia, Papua New Guinea and in other Austrenesian
languages, as well as possibly in Yuman languages
of North
America (Redden). To my knowledge, however,
SVCs have not
been described in languages of South
America. The Mbyi V1-V2
construction turns out to behave like SVCs in its semantics
aad in some syntactic aspects. However, in four
respects it
is grammatically tighter than stock
SVCs: (i) the V2 has an
identifying suffix; (ii) it has a distinctive, reduced
agreement pattern; (iii) it is required to have the same
subject and, if transitive, the same object as Vl; (iv) the
construction is virtually impervious to the
occurrence of
arcluments between V1 and V2.
2

Lexical and semantic properties

In a V1-V2 construction in Mbya, VI can be any
predicate that can fill a "main verb" position in
clause.
The class of V2s, however, is a restricted
one.
Whereas
in
certain other Tupi-Guarani languages the formation
of V2s is
reported to be a 1.ully productive
process
(Rodrigues
1933
and Loraine Bridgeman, p.c.), V2s in Mbyi
comprise a closed
class.
2.1

Semantics of V2 roots

The class of V2 roots involve seven semantic
areas.
Five of these areas are represented by
from which V2s are formed; the other twoa single verb root
areas have two verb
roots each. These semantic areas and their
associated roots
are listed in Table I:

3 The abbreviations used in this
paper are listed under
Abbreviations at the end.
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Semantic area
'stand; te in an upright position'
'sit; be located'
'be, exist; walk around'
'be, exist (plural only)'

'goo
V

Calle

V

'lie; be in a prone position'

Verb root(s)

-71
-I
-iko, -cko
-kva
-a - ''CV
-yai - -u

-pa - -u, -m3

Table 1: Semantic areai and roots of Mby* V2a
The two semantic areas with multiple roots are: 'be,
exist; walk around' with roots -iko 'be' and -eke 'life';
and 'lie; be in a prone position' with roots npu
-u 'lie'
and -n6" 'lay'. (In addition, some of the roots vary in form
according to the person and number of the subject.) All
seven semantic areas in Table 1 have to do with motion,
position, or being. With the exception of npu
-u in the
last line, all of the roots can also occur in main verbs
(see Sect 4.3 for agreement):
(2)

a-71
tsc-r-o
pi
180-stand 1SG-EP-house in
'I am standing in my house.'

(3)

a-mo-71
t3c-r-a71
1SO-CAUS-stand 1S0-EP-son
'I make my son stand up.'

(4)

a-I

(5)

a-I
tsc-r-o
pi
1SG-sit/be.located 1SO-EP-house in
'I am in my house.'

(6)

a-mo-I
aroi ?opa pi
1S0-CAUS-be.located rice pan in
'I put rice in a pan.'

(7)

a-iko ati pc0c
150-be now until
'I am alive until the present.'

(8)

a-iko tsc-r-cko-a
rupi
150-be 1SO-SP-life-NR along
'I am walking around my place of residence.'

t-cna
Pi
1SG-sit/be.located NPOSSD-place in
'I am sitting on a bench.'
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(9)

panc-r-u
panc-mo-ioo araka,c
1+2-EP-father 1+2-CAUS-be DP
'Our Father created us.'

In (9) is found -ino, the variant of -iko which
occurs with
the causative prefix mo-.
(10)

panc-kyai pori al
1+2-be.PL well now
'Re are getting along well now.'

In (10), the final vowel i of the verb does not occur when
the root is followed by certain suffixes, such as -19c in
(11).
(11)

apa-kwe o-kwa-Oc
oo
pi
man-COLL 3-be.PL-more house in
'The men are still in the house.'

(12)

a-a
Oa?c-ri momiri
150-go REL-FUT far
' I will go far away.'

(13)

crc-o Oa?c-ri momiri
250-go REL-FUT far
' You will go far away.'

(14)

a-mo-no-uka
tsc-r-a,i
150-CAUS-go-CAUS 150-EP-son
' I send my son.'

In (14) is found -no, the variant of -a - -o 'go' that
occurs with the causative prefix. The causative construction
with this verb idiosyncratically includes the transitive
causative suffix -uka as well.
(15)

a-ou
tsc-r-o
/Pi
15G-come 150-EP-house from
'I came from my house.'

(16)

o-u
13-00
i
3-come 3.REFL-house from
'He came from his house.'

(17)

a-mo-u
tsc-r-en api
150-CAUS-come 150-EP-son here
'I'm having my son come here.'

(18)

a-pc-n8
tsc-r-upa pi
15G-REFL-lay 15G-EP-bed in
'I lie (lay myself) down on my bed.'

6
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2.2

Semantics of simpl V2 stems

When these same roots occur in
verbs, they are often seen to have V2s instecd of main
connotations or
interpretations that ars only peripherally
meaning as main verbs. This is illustrated related to their
in the following
examples, in vhich the V2 stems include
a suffix glossed
'V2', which is discussed in Sect. 4.1.
On one hand, the V2 -VSMU often has
the core meaning
'to be standing':
(19)

a-pu'i
a-7A-s&
1SO-stand.up 1SO-stand-V2
'I stood up and remained on my feet.'

It can also convey a connotation of
being ill at ease:
(20) a-tsl-ma
a-711-mi
1SG-exbarassed-al1 1S0-stand-V2
'I was standing around completely
embarassed.'
The speaker must actually be standing
in order to utter
(20), but it is also true that being in
a standing position
is associated with feeling
conspicuous and ill at ease.
The V2 stem -mai often simply
means that an action was
performed in a seated position:
(21)

kwatsia a-ctsa a-l-ni
paper
1SO-see 150-be.located-V2
'I was reading seated.'

But in an extended sense, it can mean that
the action of V1
is uninterrupted:
(22)

o-o o-l-ni
t-ape
rupi
3-go 3-be.located-V2 HPOSSD-path along
'He kept going along the path.'

In contrast with (20), the position of
the spealmr need not
have been seated in order to say (22); the
ezrracted
interpretation, in fact, would be that he
was walking. The
element of meaning which is abstracted
away
from being in a
seated position is uninterruptedness:
one typically remains
seated for an extended period of
time
and
in a single
loceion.
The stem -ikotIA is generally used
action takes place over a long period ofto indicate that the
time, relative to
the given circumstances:
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a-main
a-iko-011
hctsc
ISO-look 1SG-be-V2 3.A3L
'I lookid and looked at him.'

Depending on the particular VI and the context, -.Lkopi can
convey habituality of state or action:
(24)

tsc-r-ctsii
a-iko-01
1SG-EP-healthy 1SO-be-V2
'I'm keeping healthy.'

The plural stem -kwapl means that the meaning of V1
applies uniformly to the group referred to Ly the
grammatical subject:
(25)

oro-Si-pa
oro-kwa-pi
1+3-rise-all 1+3-be.PL-V2
'We all got up well, with no exceptions.'

There is a frequent collocation of this V2 wit.h the suffix
-pa 'all' on V1, as seen in (25). Sometimes the suffix -pi
is omdtted from this V2:
(26)

oro-Si-pa
oro-klia
1+3-rise-all 1+3-be.PL
'We all got up well, with no exceptions.'

The V2 stem -01 - -01 'go' does not appear to involve
extended meaning. The action of going may either be
simultaneous with the action of VI (27) or immediately after
it (28):
(27)

ip-aiSu o-$ i
3-speech 3.go-V2
'He went off talking.'

(28)

o-moti-pa
o-Si
3-close-all 3.go-V2
'He closed up everything and left.'

Similarly, the forms -puOJ

-01 retain the meaning

'come':
(29)

a-pc01
a-plu-S1
1SG-return 1SO-come-V2
'I came back.'

In (29), V1 and V2 describe the same action. la (30), they
describe two different actions which are nevertheless
presented as a single event:
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(30)

o-papukal o-u-$1
3-shout
3-come-V2
'He came shouting/He shouted as he came.'

The two stems -pupl
-upi and -nt501 do not depart from
their respective core meanings 'lie' and 'lay':
(31)

tac-r-101 o-ke
o-u-pl
t-upa
rupi
ISO-EP-son 3-sleep 3-lie-V2 NPOSSD-bed along
'My son was sleeping, lying in the bed.'

(32)

tsc-r-a71 a-mo-nc
i-n5-131
t-upa
rupi
ISO-EP-son 1SO-CAUS-sleep 3-lay-V2 NPOSSD-bed along
'I put put my son to sleep, making him lie down in the
bed.'

In summary, then, V2s can furnish the following types
of semantic information:
a.

position or motion, according to the basic meaning
of the root:
1)
describing the same action as V1 (19, 29, 31,
32);

describing an action simultaneous with that of
V1 (2t, 27, 30);
3)
describing an action that follows immediately
after that of V1, but within the same complex
event (28);
aspectual information (22, 23, 24);
information of other kinds about the event or its
participants (20, 25).
2)

b.
c.

In each case, the V1-V2 construction presents what is to be
interpreted as a single event. Information contributed by V2
about the event is commonly seen to supplement that given by
V1.4

4 Although V1 and V2 often describe the same event,
there seems to be a syntactic or perhaps stylistic
constraint which prevents the same root from being used for
both verbs. Thus, it is considered incorrect (ungrammatical
or bad style) to say:
* moka a-r-u
h-cr-u-Si
gun
ISG-COM-come 3-COM-come-V2
'I brought the gun with me when I came.'
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3

Stress

The V2 in Mbyi does not receive primary stress, but
often has a secondary stress on the final syllable. These
two levels of stress are indicated in (33) by " and ',
respectively:
(33)

a-iko-'0i
a-01"?a
18G-be.happy 1SO-be-V2
'I live happy.'

This stress pattern, when considered in the context of
primary stress assignment in MO, constitutes phonological
evidence that V2s are within the same phrasal constituent
as Vi.

Stress assignment in Mbyi works as follows. Roots have
at most one syllable which can accept prtmary stress; for
most, this is the final syllable. Grammatical morphemes
typically cannot accept primary stress at all; enclitics,
such as postpositions and subordinating conjunctions, are
typically of this type. The stress group in Mbyi is of the
type that, for French, Hyman (p. 205) refers to as a "sense
group"; in Mbyt, it generally corresponds to a phrase which
is a clause constituent. Within the stress group, primary
stress falls on the last syllable that can accept it;
secondary stress often is heard on alternate syllables
counting back from the primary stress, as well as on certain
multisyllabic enclitics that follow the primary stress.

This stress pattern can be seen in the following series
of examples (considered as isolated utterances), which use
the same indicators for primary and secondary stress that
were seen in (33):
(34)

ta"ma
itscra"m5i

tsCren'tsi ra"m5i
tseraWtsi ra"m51 relic

'his/her grandfather'
'my grandfather'
'my wife's grandfather'
'with my wife's
grandfather'

tseraWtsi ra"al rupi'pc 'along with my wife's
grandfather
In (34), whereas the postposition rc0c 'with' does not
typically accept even secondary stress, the postposition
rupific 'along with, following the lead of' does commonly
accept secondary stress on its final syllable.
A comparison of (33) with (34) shows that the stress
pattern on the v2 is like that on the postposition ruplOc.
That is, a V2 is in the same stress group as V/. Since other
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stress groups typically correspond to phrasal clause
constituents, the V1-V2 construction behaves phonologically
like a phrase.
4

Morphology

The present section describes different aspects of V2
morphology: the V2 suffix, derivational prefixes, agreement,
negation and indicators of tense, aspect and especially
mood. As illustrated in this paper, Mbyli is a language with
a moderately high "index of synthesis", to use Comrie's term
(pp. 46ff). That is, it is fairly rich in both derivational
and inflectional morphology. Grammatical relations are headmarked: verbs show agreement with subject and object, and
there is no case marking for nouns.
4.1

The V2 suffix

All full V2s in Mbyk have the suffix -CI, wtidbre Cris
one of the consonants $, JP, in,
,
n.5 This suffix derives
from elements in the proto-language as follows.

In Proto-Tupi-Guarani. the V2 suffix took the following
forms (Jensen 1989:102, 1990:124):
*-a
*-ta

/ following a consonant
/ following the a diphthong of the form Vi
/ elsewhere

The following morphophonemic rules applied in the protolanguage (Jensen 1989, Rodrigues 1981):
a.

the a of e;-afio assindlated to low vowels:

b.

*-co 'go' + *-abo -> *-coopo
the p of *-afio nasalized to m following nasal
stems!
*-man8 'die'

c.

*-apo -7 *-man6o0o -> *-manOomo
before *-a, stem final r dropped and b became p:
*-potar 'want' +
-> *-potaa
*-moneb 'put' + *-a -> *-monepa
*-jub 'lie; be in a prone position' + *-a -> *-jupa

s The word "full" refers to the fact that the V2 suffix
can at times be optionally omitted, as in (26). Conditions
that give rise to this omission are not known. The omission
is, however, quite rare.

d.

to.

the stem-final vowel dropped when homorganic with
the initial vowel of the suffix;
*-co 'go' + *-a0o -> *-coollo
*-potar 'want' + *-a -> *-potaa -> *-pota
stem-final high vowel became asyllabic:
*-apiti 'kill' + *-410o -> *-apitiapo

Then, as Mby& Guarani developed from
proto-Tupl-Guarani, the
following vowel changes took place (Jensen,
p.c.):
f.

g.

post-stressed a (of st-a) became 1:
*-Jupa 'lying; being in a prone position' 4 -pupl
(p is the realization of Mby& of *j)
post-stressed o (of *-410o) became 1:
*-collo 'going' -> -co$1

The derivation of each of the V2 stems, listed according
semantic areas from Table 1, can therefore be summarized to
as
follows:
stand; be in an upright position'
*-a
*-7ama -> -7iml

*-74cm

'sit; be located'
*-in
rs-a
*-ina

-LA

'be, exist; walk around'
*-iko + *-a0o -> -iko-o0o 4 *-iko0o 4 -iko$1
*-eko + *-atio -> -eko-ollo 4 *-ekopo 4 -eko0A
'be, exist (plural only)'
*-ku0 + *-a -> -ku0a
*-kupa -> -kupl
-> (innovation) -kilapi
'go'

*-co + *-a0o 4 -00-000 4 *-0000 > -cebl
(innovation) -o01 (- -aft)
come'

*-jur + *-a -> -Jura 4 *-jum 4 -put
(innovation) -puBA (- -u$A)
'lie; be in a prone position'
*-jub + *-a -> *-jupa --> -pupi
*-non + *-a -> *-nona 4 -nani

-upl

Thus, the variants of the V2 suffix in Mbyli derive
both from
the suffix in the proto-language and
final consonants of
preceding roots. Prom the innovative
derivation of this
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suffix in the case of -.1201 - -01 'coming', -01 is taken to
be its basic formes
Derivational prefixes

4.2

The stems of the seven V2s presented thus far can
accept derivational prefixes, resulting in further stems.
These derivational prefixes are mo- 'CAUSATIVE', cro- (cro- crCAO me. CA
Micro or ever- - 'Nemo- - oven-)
'COMITATIVE'7, and po- 'RECIPROCAL'. The following forms
result (hyphens are here omitted to save space):
sinple sten

root

-71

MUS-sten I CCM-sten
cro7isni

Int

iko, tko
kwa
a - o

u

pu

u, nO

tei

mantel
mouei

uPi

nOThl

trwil

iko8i, tkocli

minoei

kw api

noir apt

sal -

pu

!awl

meant
cnnIni
crekoal
crokwapi
creel
cruai

oPi

I

RECIP--CCI4-sten

parr tno7ind
joircnolait

pot? trayai

porcrokwapi
jorptragli

Jur cruel

I ima,m44

Table 2. V2 roots and stems, including derived stems
As noted in Sect. 2.1, there are two semantic areas
having two roots each:
'be, exist; walk around': -iko 'be', -cko 'life'
'lie; be in a prone position': -pu
-u 'lie', -no
'lay'.

For each of these two semantic areas, the two verbs hrve a
division of labor in producinv derived forms. For example,
in the "COM-stem" column, -crckoOl occurs instead of
*croikoPl; similarly, in the "CAUS-stem" column, -n5.01
occurs instead of * -moupi. Actually, -nkil does not have

6 The form of the suffix varies among Guarani
languages. In Old Guarani and Paraguayan Guarani, the basic
form appears to be -po (Montoya 1876, Gregores and Suarez
1967:178ff). In Kaiwa, as in Mbyi, the basic form is -PI. 7n
Chiriguano, the suffix does not appear to be used (Dittrich
1986, Jensen 1990.)
7 Ina comitative verb, the subject causes the direct
object to perform an action while the subjet also performs
that action.

3
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the causative morpheme, nor does
it have
prefixes, only the root -n5 'lay' and the derivational
V2 suffix -4.d. Hut
since this root is transitive, it is semantically
parallel
to causative stems in the
same column. Stens in the
"COM-stem" column are also transitive,
while those in the
"simple stele" and "RECIP-COM-stem"
columns are intransitive.

Examples of the derived forms
are as follows (see Sect
4.3 for agreement):
(35)

tac-r-01 a-mo-puU

(36)

a-po-pi
h-eno-91-mi
tsc-r-aU
1SG-other-grab 3-COM-stand-V2 1SG-EP-son
' I picked up my son and stood
up, making him stand up
too.'

(37)

tuna-7i
rale
old.man-DIMIN old.voman-DIMIN with

i-mo-/i-md
1SO-EP-son 1SG-CAUS-rise 3-CAOS-stand-V2
' I made my non stand up.'

o-pu7i po-mcno-?1-md
3-rise RECIP-COM-stand-V2
'The old man and the old lady
got up together, helping
each other.'
(38)

(39)

(40)

tsc-r-u
a-mo-naru
1SG-EP-father 1SG-CAUS-eat
' I made my father sit down 3-CAUS-be.located-V2
and eat.'
moka a-r-aa
h-cno-l-n1
rifle IBC-COM-go 3-COM-be.located-V2
'I took my rifle and went
off uninterruptedly.'
po-nlicr-aa-pa

pe-micno-1-n1
RECIP-COM-go-all RECIP-COM-be.located-V2
'They all accompanied each
other ane went off together
uninterruptedly.'

(In (40), the expected third
person subject prefixes do not
occur. Among Guarani languages,
Mbyi is idiosyncratic
in not
permitting third person agreement
on any word which begins
with po- 'RECIPROCAL'.)
(41)

tsc-r-u
tsc-mo-ma?c-epo
1SG-EP-father 1SG-CAUS-thing-do i-ro-ino-Pi
'My father always made me work.' 3-CAUS-be-V2
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(42)

kwatsia a-popl
h-cr-eko.-01
paper
1SO-take 3-CO14-life-V2
'I got the paper and had it with mm.'

The stem -creko in (42) generally means 'attend to, take
care of'. With animate objects it is ofien interpreted as
'guide'; especially with inanimate objects, it often is
simply interpreted 'have'.
(43)

type-%

guaimi-li
rat, c-puNi pp-ewerold.man-DIMIN old.woman-DIMIN with 3-rise RECIP-COMcko-$1
life-V2
'The old man and (lit., with) the old 2aly got up and
each helped the other to walk away.'

(44)

a-mo-nwapl-pa
i-mo-kwa-p1
1SO-CAUS-sit-all 3-CAUS-be.PL-V2
' I made all of them sit down without exception.'

(45)

tsc-r-o
pl-nwa kwer1 a-r-u
h-ero-kwa-pl
1SG-EP-house in-NR COLL 18O-COM-come 3-COM-be.PL-V2
' I brought all of the inhabitants of my house ea a
group.'

(46)

o-karu-pa po-awcro-Awa-pl
3-eat-all RECIP-COM-be.PL-V2
'They all accompanied each other eating.'

(47)

Nara a-mo-n11

(48)

moka a-popi h-cr-a-01
rifle 180-get 3-COM-go-V2
' I got the rifle and took it with me.'

(49)

o-nwata po-nwcr-a-$1
3-travel RECIP-COM-go-V2

i-mo-no-01
dog
18G-CAUS-surprise 3-CAUS-go-V2
'I scared the dog and made him leave.'

'They accompanied each other as they travelled.'
(50)

:mkt o-mo-atsa
i-mo-u-$1
tsc-01
salt 3-CM'S-pass 3-CAUS-come-V2 ISO-DAT
'He passed the salt to me.'

(51)

moka a-3%op1 h-cr-u-$1
rifle 180-get 3-COM-come-V2
'I got the rifle and brought it with me.'
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(52)

o-px61-pa
pe-gwer-u-01
3-return-all RECIP-COM-come-V2
'They all accompanied each other returning.'

(53)

kirl-?i
6a?c a-mo-ne
small-DLKIN REL 160-CA0S-sleep 3-lay-V2
'I made the child lie down and go to sleep.'

(54)

tsc-r-ovai-ma

ter-r-cro-la
h-cr-u-pi
16G-EP-other.side-NR 1SO-EP-COH-fall 3-COM-lie-V2
'My adversary grabbed me and made
me fall down flat.'
po-c-nwa
kwer1 pz-nwero-U
po-Gwer-u-pl
RECIP-ABL-NR COLL RECIP-COM-fall
RECIP-00M-lie-V2
'The brothers grabbed each other and
made each other
fall down flat.'

(55)

With the exception of -ereko
stems with derivational prefixes as explained ir (42), V2
meaning; that is, their meanings are compositional in
are the sum of the meanings
of their derivational prefixes
and their V2 stems (for the
latter, see Sect. 2).
4.3

Agreement

In order to urderstand the pattern of agreement
marking
in V2s, it is necessary to know something
of
agreement
in
Mbyi main verbs, a category which
includes
Vls
in
a
V1-V2
construction.
With main verbs, agreement follows
pattern, which is described an follows: an active-nonactive
(56) a.

b.

Intransitive verbs are divided into two lexical
classes, here referred to as active and
nonactive
according to Cie agreement paradigm
the! take.
Active verbs generally designate
events, t.nile
nonactive verbs generally designate
states. This
semantic descOption, basically having
to do with
aspect (Mithun), has apparent
exceptions,
however,
so it is better to speak in terms
of lexical
classes.

Subjects of transitive and active
intransitive
verbs are indicated by the following
set of
agreement prefixes, here designated
ACTIVE:
a'16G', ere- '26G', o- '3',
and pe- '2PL'. (The prefix pa- '1+2', oro- '1+3',
oro- is also used to
indicate first person subject and
second person
object with transitive verbs.)
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c.

Objects of transitive verbs and subjects of
nonactive intransitive verbs are signalled by the
following NONACTIVE agreement prefixes: tse'180', ne- '280', (?).i(p)h- '3', pane'1+2', ore- '1+3', and pene- '2PL'. This set is
also used to indicate possession in noun phrases.
Free pronouns derive from these forms via vowel
gemination.

Main verbs show the same agreement patterns in
subordinate as well as main clauses.
It would almost be correct to say that all transitive
main verbs show both subject and object
agreement. However,
there are two important exceptions. First,
transitive verbs
also have two lexical classes: those in which
third person
object agreement cooccurs with subject agreement
(a-i-kitsI
(180-3-cut) 'I cut him/her/it'), and those
not (a-etsa (180-see) 'I saw him/her/it'). in which it does
Second, no
transitive verb shows subject agreement when the object
first person and the subject is second or third person is
(tat-kits! (100-cut) 'you/he/she/it cut me'),
or when the
object is secrnd persvl and the subject is
third
person (oekiitsi (200-cut) 'he/she/it cut you').

With V2s, the agreement pattern is somewhat
reduced in
comparison with that of main verbs. Further, V2 agreement
shows ergative-absolutive as well as active-nonactive
organization. In particular, V2s agree only with the
absolutive argument (with two exceptions to be noted
shortly): intransitive V2s show subject
agreement (from the
active paradigm, since all intransitive V2
stems are
lexically active), while transitive object agreement
is from
the nonactive paradigm. Examples (57)
and (58) show
intransitive V2s inflected for subject agreement:
-

(57)

pa-pu'i pa-7i-mt
1+2-ris 1+2-stand-V2
'We rose and stood up.'

(58)

pa-mata

pa-po-nwer-a-01
1+2-travel 1+2-RECIP-COM-go-V2
'We accompanied each other as we travelled.'

With transitive V2s from the colunn "COM-stem" of Table
2, there is an object prefix. (By
a general rulvi of the
language, the epenthetic segment r is inserted
nonactive prefix and the comitative prefix ero-between a
et-.)
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(59)

tst-r-u
tsc-popi
180-2P-father 180-get 1SG-EP-COM-go-V2
'My father got ma and took me with htm.'

One exception to absolutive agreement of V2s is the
occurrence of the portmanteau prefix oro-, which indicates
first ilrson subject and second person object:
(60)

oro-pou
oro-nwer-u-01
18.20-find 151.20-COM-come-V2
'I found you and brought you back with me.'

That is, by reason of this portmanteau prefix, subject as
well as object agreement is indicated when first and second
persons are involved as subject and object, respectively.

The second exception to absolutive agreement of V2s is
that for transitive verbs in the column labelled "CAUS-stem"
of Table 2, there is no real agreement at all: the third
person prefix from the nonactive paradigm occurs not only
with third person objects, as in (35), (38), (47) and (50),
but first and second person objects as well:
(61)

tse-r-u
tse-mo-pu7i
1SG-EP-father 1SO-CAUS-rise 3-CAUS-stand-V2
'My father made me rise and stand up.'

(62)

a0a ne-mo-naru
i-mo-I-ni
man 2S3-CAUS-est 3-CAUS-be.located-V2
'The man made you sit down and eat.'

The reduced agreement pattern of V2s indicates that
they are syntactically dependent on Vl. This is further
discussed in Sect. 5.
4.4

Negation

Verbal negation in Mbyi is indicated by means of an
ambifix consisting of the prefix na- (n- preceding vowels)
and the offglide suffix -1. While the prefiR occurs at the
beginning of the main verb, the suffix can occur at
different points in the verb complex, in such a way that the
material between the prefix and the suffix is interpreted as
the scope of the negation. First consider examples (63-65),
which do not involve any V2s, but do involve en adverbial
modifier:
(63)

a0a o-ma?c-apo cte
man 3-thing-do really
'The man really works.'
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(64) Oa mr-o-ma7c-apo-i
etc
man ME0-3-thing-do-NEC really
'The man is truly not working.'

(65) Oa n-o-ma7c-apo

cte-1

man MEG-3-thing-do really-MEG
'The man is not working in a real sense.'
The positive statement (63) can be negated in two ways: the
first, shown in (64), indicates that only the verb amaftapo
'he works' is within the scope of the negation; the second
way, shown in (65), includes not only the verb but also the
adverbial modifier etc 'really' within the scope of the
negation. Tbis difference is indicated by the free
translations.
In a V1-V2 construction, negation work. exactly the
same way. Consider examples (66)-(68):
(66)

a0a o-ma7c-apo o-iko-Oi
man 3-thing-do 3-be-V2
'The man is working (over an extended period of
time).'

(67)

a0a n-o-ma7c-apo-i
o-iko-Os
man NEG-3-thing-do-NEC 3-be-V2
'It is not true that the man is working (and this
description of him has been the case over an extended
period of time).'

(68)

&Oa n-o-ma7c-apo
o-iko-Oi-i
man NEG-3-thing-do 3-be-V2-NEG
'It is not true that the man has been working for an
extended period of time.'

(68) could be true if the man hAd just recently begun
working, but (67) could not.
Thus the scope of verbal negation is determined for V1V2 constructions in the same way as tor verb-adverb
constructions. In particular, although negation does not
always apply to the entire V1-V2 construction, neither does
it show up clausal boundaries between V1 and V2.
4.5

Tense, aspect and mood

Verbs in Guarani are not inflected for tense or aspect.
There are, however, certain words or enclitics Alich convey
temporal information and which commonly occur ifillediately
following the main verb. :n a V1-V2 construction, they
typically occur between the two verbs:
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(69)

a-vo-pou
$117e-ri
e-iko-01
1SG-other-visit thing-F0T 1SG-be-V2
'I will go about visiting people.'

In (69), jia?cri is used as a marker of future
same position occur elements such as karmmose
within the experience of the speaker' aw.id ta
to (do something)'. The latter is a marker of
than tense.

tense. In the
'past tense,
rai 'to be about

aspect rather

Whether such overt markers actually occur, or whether
tense/aspect information is inferred from the context, the
V1-V2 construction is interpreted as having a single
tense/aspect. This is consistent with the fact that the
construction is interpreted as telling of a single (possibly
complex) event (Sect. 2).
The same is true of the interpretation of mood, but
there is more morphological evidence for it. For nample,
there is a distinctive agreement prefix, c-, for the second
person siagular imperative in the active paradigm. This
prefix occurs with V2 as well as Vl:
(70)

c-po-pou
e-iko-01
2SP.IMP-other-visit 25G.IMP-be-V2
'Go about visiting people.'

That is, the imperative mood is indicated morphologically on
both verbs.
The optative mood has a prefix tat- which precedes
the regular agreement prefixes. When a V1-V2 construction is
in the optative, sometimes only V1 has this prefix (71), and
sometimes both verbs manifest it (72):
(71)

kir/-gwc
t-o-Si-pa
o-kwa-pi
small-COLL OPT-3-arise-all 3-be.PL-V2
'May all of the children get up (i.e., have good
health).'

(72)

kirl-gwc
t-o-01-pa
t-o-kwa-pi
small-COLL OPT-3-arise-all OPT-3-Le,PL-V2
'May all ^f the children get up (i.e., ilave good
health!..

Whether or not the optative prefix occurs on 1/2, the entire
construction is interpreted as optative; there is no
difference in meaning between (71) and (72), Thus, the V1-V2
construction as a whole has a single interpretation of
tense, aspect and mod,
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Syntax

The V1-V2 construction in ley&
(V2), where V1 in what I referred to can be described as V1
4.3, and V2 is an optional element. as a main verb in Sect.
V1 can have a complex
structure, including modifiers,
valence-changing suffixes,
and postposed verb stems, the
description
of which is beyond
the scope of the present paper (see the
Dooley 1990). The present study focuses introduction to
this construction, V1 is the syntactic on evidence that in
and V2 is a
dependent; in fact, it is a modifier of head
Vl. The entire
construction is on the phrasal.level.

Evidence for this view is of
different types.
Lexically, the fact that V2 is
a
closed
class (Sect. 2) is
of interest, since "the modifier
position ... can be
restricted to a specific subcategory
of lexismes, while the
head position is fully open,
subject only to constraints
following from the sernantics ...
of the construction and the
participating constituents" t vicky, 2f).
Phonologically,
the V1-V2 construction shows
the strut's assignment pattern
of a phrasal clause constituent
(Sect. 3). Morphologically,
V2 behaves like an adverbial modifier
in regard to negation
(Sect. 4.4), and the constructirn
has a uniform
interpretation as regards tenf.o,
aspect ani mood (Sect.
4.5).
In the remainder of thin
presented which further supportsection, two topics are
the proposed analysis of the
V1-V2 construct4on: argument sharing
and positioning of free
arguments.
5.1

Argument sharing

In a sample of 176 V1-V2
constructions in 160, the
followin7 was found:

both V1 and V2 transitive
V1 transitive and V2 intransitive
both V1 and V2 intransitive
Total

11
57

108

176

There are no clear examples in my data
of an intransitive V1
with a transitive V2. All examples
presented
thus far in
this paper are either
irtransitive-intransitive or
transitive-transitive. (73) and (74)
illustrate the
transitive-intransitive varietr:
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(73)

perata o-gata-pa
o-lko-01
money 3-spend-all 3-be-V2
'Re went around spending all the money.'

(74)

ha7e nuna
pe-i-kwaa pc-kwa-pi
3.ANA sort.of.thing 2FL-3-know 2FL-be.PL-V2
'All of you without exception know that sort of
thing.'

Further, V1 and V2 have the same subject and, if both
are transitive, the same object as well. The latter is
illustrated in (35), (36), (38), (39), (41), (42), (44),
(45), etc. As a consequence, V2s in Mbyi do not add new
arguments; their arguments are the same as those of Vl.
If V2 is indeed a modifier of V1, then this type of
argument sharing can be fairly described as agreement.
5.2

Positioning of free arguments

In Mbyii, it is often the case that verbal arguments
occur neither in free form, as Nps, nor incorporated with
the verb, but only es agreement prefixes. (More precisely,
arguments are indicated on the most fundamental level by
grammatical relations inherent in the verb, aided by
whatever clues there may be from agreement, context, etc.)
Of V1-V2 constructions with transitive Vls, approximately
half do not have free objects.'

The free objects which do occur can logically appear in
one of three places: before V1, between V1 and V2, and
following V2. The order 0-V1-V2 is seen in (35), and the
corresponding V1-0-V2 construction in (75):
(75)

a-mo-pu'i
tse-r-an
180-CAUS-rise 18O-EP-son 3-CAUS-stand-V2
'I made my son stand up.'

The occurrence of the object between V1 and V2 is quite
rare, as is, in fact, the occurrence of other nonverbal
constituents, such as locational adjuncts. Further, when a
native speaker of Mbyi edits written material, such elements
tend to get moved elsewhere. This suggests that in cases
where arguments occur between V1 and V2 in natural speech,
the V2 seems to have been added as an afterthought. Evidence
from editing, then, lends weight to an analysis of the V1-V2
" No cases have been found of lexical objects
incorporated with transitive V2s in Hbyi, although these are
reported for Tupinambi (Rodrigues 1953:130).
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construction as a phrase which distributes like a single
main verb.
Of the remaining two orders 0-V1-V2 and V1-V2-0, one
might expect the latter to predominate, given that the
pragmatically neutral order of main clause constituents is
SVO (Dooley 1982). As a matter of fact, however, 0-V1-V2
occurs about four times as often as V1-V2-0. The explanation
of this is not clear. Two observations may be relevant.
First. SOV appears to have been the earlier basic order for
Mby6 and Tupl-Quarani languages in general. Second, the
association of V1 with 0 (head verb with object) may be
almost as close as that of V1 with V2 (head verb with
modifier).9
6

Comparison with subordinate clauses

The next three sections address the question: Can the
Mbyi V1-V2 construction be identified with some more-or-less
familiar construction type? Three construction types are
surveyed: subordinate clauses, verbal coordination, and
serial verb constructions. The answer in each case is that
there are differences, but the V1-V2 construction appears to
be closest to serial verb constructions.
6.1

Adverbial subordinate clauses

In some respects, V2s resemble adverbial subordinate
clauses. For one thing, modifiers and subordinate elements
are both dependent on a clause or a verb-headed phrase. For
another, the basic form of the V2 suffix, -OA, is
homophonous with, and has historically given rise to
(Rodrigues, p.c.), the enclitic switch reference clause
subordinator OA 'SAME SUBJECT'. The possibility exists,
then, that V2s are a reduced type of subordinate clause
having an adverbial function. This is ruled out, hnwever, by
differences of various kinds between V2s and adverbial
subordinate clauses in Mbyi.
Phonologicazly, as discussed in Sect. 3, V2s in Mbyi do
not carry phrase stress; main verbs in subordinate clauses
often do. Of the three phrase stresses signalled in (76)

9 Compare Lehmann's (1973) generalization on the level
of typology, that modifiers are generally placed on the
opposite aide of their head from the head's "primary
concomitant" (the primary concomitant of a transitive verb
is its object).
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with ", the middle one is
on the main verb of a subordinate
clause:
(76)

tsc-r-"o
katt
a-"a
pi a-",a
1SO-EP-house toward 150-go SS 180-fall
'As I was going toward
my house, I fell.'

Further, the subordinating
conjunction OA does not carry
secondary stress, whereas the
V2 suffix often
does; see the
discussion of (33).
Syntactically, verbs in subordinate
clauses often have
phrase-level ar4uments (subject,
object,
adjunct);
the
adjunct phrase tscro kati 'toward
my
house'
in
(76)
is one
such argument. V2s do not
generally have overt arguments
distinct from those in Vl.

However, it sometimes
V2 results in an argument happens that the occurrence of a
that the V1 by itself would not
have. In this regard,
compare (77) with (51):
(77) moka a-popi
h-cr-u-St
tec-r-o
kati
rifle 1SO-get 3-COH-come-V2
1SO-EP-house
toward
'I got the rifle and brought
it with me toward my
house.'
The same sentence as (77)
but without
'bringing it' would be anomalous, in the V2 hcru01
much the same way as
its English translation: ??
I got the rifle toward my house.
The adverbial phrase tscro keti
'toward my house" must
therefore attach either to V2
or
as a whole; if it attaches to V2, to the V17V2 construction
then V2 Ous that phrase
would need to be granted
status
as
some kind of subordinate
clause.
However, there are both syntactic
and semantic
considerations which suggest that phrases
such as 'toward my
house' in (77) should be analyzed
as
attaching
to the entire
V1-V2 construction. Syntactically,
adverbial phrases that
come in with V2s always
occur
following
the V1-V2
construction, just as clausal
following the main verb when adjuncts typically occur
no V2 is present. In
subordinate clauses, however,
the typical order is adjunct verb - subordinating
conjunction, as seen in (76). Word
order, then, suggests that the
subordinate clause analysis
is not appropriate for
the V2 in (77).
Semantically, as noted in Sect.
2, a V1-V2 construction
often presents two separate
actions
as one complex event.
This is plausible for (77);
a complex event of getting and
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bringing would involve an agent ('I'),
a patient ('ritle')
and a locational goal ('toward
m/ house').
Whereas V2s are limited to a small lexical class
(Table
1), verbs in subordinate clausal' are not so limited.
Further, when stems which can occur in V2s do
occur as main
verbs in subordinat clauses and
are accompanied by the
subordinating conjunction pi, this lement does not take
alternate forms as the V2 suffix does.
For example, tha stem
-I 'be located' takes -ni as its
V2 suffix (see (21)), but
is followed by the subordinating
conjunction pi when it is
the main verb in a subordinate clause:
(78)

kwatsia a-ttsa t-tna
pi a-I
Oi
paper
1SG-see !MOSSO-plac in 1SO-be.located SS
'I was reading while seated on a bench.'

Finally, it can be observed that
V1-V2 constructions
can occur in subordinate clauses. In this
suffix and the subordinating conjunction case, the V2
both occur:
(79)
a-ma?t-apo
a-iko-01 OA tsc-kanc176
150-thing-do 1S0-be-V2 SS 1SO-weary
'I got tired from working
constantly.'
This in itself does not imply that
V2s cannot be
clauses; subordinate clauses in Mby& can, in fact,subordinate
occur in
other embedded subordinate clauses,
with
the
two
subordinating conjunctions juxtaposed.
However, two such
nested subordinate clauses have not been
found with the same
subordinating conjunction, whether
01 'SAME SUBJECT', ramö
'DIFFERENT SUBJECT', or any other. It
appears that
juxtaposed subordinating conjunctions must
be different.
6.2 Purpose clauses

Rodrigues (1953:126) gives three semantic
uses of V2s
in Tupinambi, a now-extinct Tupi-Guarani
language: to
express an action simultaneous with
that
of
V1, to express
an action subsequent to V1, and to
a purpose for the
action of Vl. Only the first two of express
these are found with
Mby& V2s (Sect, 2); purpose
clauscY are encoded by other
means. Because of the close association of purpose
clauses
with the V1-V2 construction, not only
semantically
but,
as
it turns out, historically as well, Mbyi
purpose
clauses
are
here examined in some detail.

The most characteristic type of
purpose clause ends in
arra 'PURPOSE':
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a-pu
apt a-iko am&
150-come here 1SO-be PURP
' I came in order to live here.'

Purpose clauses often do not have the same subject as the
main clause:
(81)

a-pu
api pc-kwcra
any&
1SO-come here 2PL-get.well PURP
' I came here in order for you to get well.'

When the two clauses have coreferential subjects and the
main verb is a verb of motion, the interpretation of purpose
seems to be common. As a result, the conjunction siowi
'PURPOSE' is sometimes simply omitted altogether, as in
(82), or is replaced with a conjunction which is
semantical:y more neutral, such as Ad 'SAME SUBJECT' in
(83):
(82)

oro-o oro-pc-poi-n8
1+2-go 1+2-REPL-medicine-lay
'We went for medical treatment.'

(831

oro-o oro-pc-poi-n8
01
1+2-go 1+2-REPL-medicine-lay SS
'We went for medical treatment.'

When the purpose clause is fronted for focus, it must be
followed by a subordinating conjunction, either aowi or 04
(the latter possible with subject coreferentiality and a
main verb of motion):
(84)

aro-pc-poi-pa
pi oro-o
1+2-REPL-medicine-l7.4 SS I+2-go
'It was for medical treatment that we went.'

When. the subjects are coreferential, the main verb is a
verb of motion and the purpose verb is transitive, it is
con.mon to find a lexical direct object incorporated onto the
verb ia the purpose clause, with no subject marking. The
direct object in such constructions is usually or always
generic or nonreferential:
ta
tatu
mo-7a
Ot
ISG-go about.to armadillo CAUS-fall SS
'I'm about to go hunting armadillos.'

(85)

a-a

(86)

o-o ka?anwi r-c
ci
r-cka
Bi
3-go woods
EP-ABL honey EP-seek $S
'He went to the woods to look for honey.'
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(87)

pa-a
owlra-U
a$1
1+2-go bird-DIMIN miss SS
'Let's go bird-hunting (lit., bird-missing).'

On the other hand, it is also permissible, in any of
these clauses, to mark such verbs for subject agreement.
Compare (87) with (88):
(88)

pa-a
iletra-li
pa-a01
1+2-go bird-DIMIN 1+2-miss
'Let's go bird-hunting.'

Oi

SS

The construction found in (85-87) has much in common
with the V1-V2 construction. In Tupinambil, in fact, such a
construction included the V2 suffix, which in that lansdage
was the same as that of proto-Tupi-OuaranI discussed in
Sect. 4.1 (Rodrigues 1953:130). Besides the absence of
subject marking, a transitive purpose clause of this type
has in common with transitive V2s the fact that it has the
same subject as the main clause and contains no elements
besides the incorporated object, transitive verb stem, and
subordinating conjunction 01. No adjuncts are permittvd,
and, in fact, neither are conjoined objects:
(89)

* a-a
ta
tatu,
nwatsu mo-la
01
1SG-go about.to armadillo deer
CAUS-fall SS
'I'm about to go hunting armadillos and deer.'

Examples like (89) are not attested.

On the other hand, this construction in Mby& differs
from the V1-v2 construction in four ways. First, the class
of transitive verbs which admit this type of object
incorporation appears to be an open class. Second, the 01
which occurs is the subordinating conjunc on, not the V2
suffix, as can be seen from its lack of sk ondary stress and
lack of alternate forms.
(90)

a-a
ta
t-cmi-7u
mo-I
$1
1SO-go about.to NPOSSD-NR-eat CAUS-be.located $S
'I'm about to go put some food on (i.e., to cook).'

In (90), the stem -me 'put (lit., cause to be located) is
followed by the subordinating conjunction pi, not the suffix
-ni which it would take as a V2; see discussion on (78). A
third fact which distinguishes these constructions is that
the purpose clause can be fronted for focus:
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(91)

awAra-U

OA a-a
bird-D/MIN miss $S 180-go
'It's bird-hunting that I'm going' (in answer to the
question, 'What y^u going for?')

A V2, by contrast, always occurs following Vl. A fourth fact
is that adjuncts occur much mare freely between main verb
and purpose clause than between V1 and V2 (cf. Sect. 5.2):
(92)

a-a
pal Ocra r-o
pi Poko r-cka
pi
180-go again Vera EP-house in bag EP-seek SS
'I'm going again to Vera's house to look for the bag.'

Thus, (91) and (92) show that the purpose clause has more
syntactic freedom with respect to the main verb (clause)
than a V2 has. In the present paper, this is explained by
analyzing V1-V2 as a phrasal construction, whereas purpose
clauses are actual subordinate clauses.
Hence, examples (85-87) and (90-92) do not involve a
V1-V2 construction, but rather something in between that and
an adverbial subordinate clause (Sect. 6.1); the latter have
main-verb agreement (Sect. 4.3) instead of the above kind of
incorporation.
In diachronic perspective, what seems to have happened
is that as Mbyá restricted its inventory of V2 stems to a
small class, purpose clauses of the most common variety were
reanalyzed as adverbial subordinate clauses. A subclass of
purpose clauses, however, retained a feature of the former
V1-V2 construction. Specifically, when the subject is the
same as that of the main clause, when the main verb is a
verb of motion and when the verb in the purpose clause is
transitive and has an incorporated lexical object, the
purpose verb shows no subject agreement.
7

Comparison with verbal coordination

It is relatively simple to distinguish the Mbyi V1-V2
construction from two vertilt in a coordinate arrangement.
consider the coordinate construction in (93):
(93)

apa Psi o-po-pl
t-a71, o-puka
man bad 3-TR-grab 3-son 3-kill
'The wild man grabbed his (another person's) son and
killed him.'

The following points should make clear that this kind of
construction is different from V1-V2.
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a.

b.
c.

d.

the second verb, Apuka 'he killed', has no V2
suffix and shows subject agreement, though
transitive (cf. Sects. 4.1 and 4.3);
Apuka is not one of the closed set of V2s (cf.
Sect. 2);
the object Ita".# 'his son' of the first verb Apopi
'he grabbed' occurs commonly after that verb, and
before the conjoined verb (cf. Sect. 5.2);
there is an intonation break before the conjoined
verb, as well as primary stress on the object and
on the conjoined verb, not just on the first verb
(cf. Sect. 3).

Such evidence clearly distinguishes V1-V2 constructions from
verbal coordination, although both types appear to have
similar argument sharing constraints (Sect. 5.1).
8

Comparison with serial verb constructions

Whereas in earlier sections of this paper the V1-V2
construction was compared with other constructions in Mbyii,
the present section compares it with a construction type
that is attested neither in Mbyi nor in any other South
American language.10 Nevertheless, the Mbyi V1-V2
construction appears to be closest to serial verb
constructions (SVCs) than to any other commonly attested
construction type.
Unfortunately, linguists do not agree on specific
characteristics of SVCs. Zwicky (1990), in an article
entitled Nhat are we talking about when we talk about
serial verbs?", gives the answer "Lots of things" (p. 7).
The following description of SVCs is somewhat of a
composite, subject to all of the dangers which that
involves.
(94) a.

The verbs in a serial construction (call them V1
and V2 in the case of two) are lexical verbs
(Gerdts);

10 According to Sebba (p. 213), SVCs "are restricted to
a rather small subset of the world's languages, and to four
geographical regions in particular: West Africa, the
Caribbean, South East Asia and New Guinea"; there are also
Austronesian SVC languages of Oceania (e.g., Fijian, Foley &
Olson). Yuman languages of North America should possibly be
added to the list (Redden).
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b.

V1 and V2 "they are taken by speakers as
representing parts of one event" (Hopper &
Thompson, p. 735);

C.

"no ascertainable clause boundary exists between
V1 and V2" (Foley & Olson, p. 47; Oerdts);

d.

"negation, whether marked once or more than once,
applies to the whole string" (Sebba, p. 87);

e.

"if V1 and V2 can denote separate actions, then
they must be interpreted as having the same
tense/aspect/ mode" (Foley & Olson, p. 23; cf.
Oerdts 1989; Kopper & Thompson, p. 734; Sebba, pp.
87f);

f.

the V1-V2 construction is significantly different
from a variety of other construction types,
including adpositional phrases, adverbs,
coordinations, purpose or result clauses,
adverbial subordinate clauses and clausal
complements (Baker pp. 514, 550; Sebba, p. 87);
the construction has no conjunction or any other
marker of coordination or subordination (Oerdts;
Sebba, p. 86);

h.

the subject of V2 must either be the subject or
the object of Vl;

i.

V1 and V2 have, between them, "only one overtly
expressed (syntactic) subject" (Sebba, p. 86);
in an SVC, it is typical for the object of V1 to
occur between V1 and V2 (Sebba, p. 212).

Correspondences with the Mbyi VI-V2 construction are
numerous. They are here examined with reference to the
statements in (94).
(94a-b). Mbyl V2s as well as Vls are lexical verbs which
present possibly different actions as a single event (Sect.
2). Foley & Olson (p. 40) further describe SVCs in terms of
an "open slot" which "may be filled by a large number of
veri)s drawn from a wide variety of semantic classes", and a
"restricted slot" in which "only certain verbs or classes of
verbs are allowed" to occur. "In general, all open slots
precede all restricted slots in linear order." They then use
semantic criteria to posit "a hierarchy of verb types
accessible to the restricted slot" (pp. 41ff). Some
languages, such as Kaititj of central Australia, only have
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motion verbs in the restricted slot, with meanings like
come' and 'go'. Other languages, such as Fijian, have these
and also verbs of posture and position. These first two
types are classed as "active intransitive verbs"
having
actors. Still other languages have, in addition to the above
types, "stative or-process verbs" having undergoers
than actors, which are coreferential with undergoers rather
in
other verbs in the construction. Igbo of West Africa is
a
language of this type. MbyA V.Is are a closed class of verbs
which correspond closely to the first two of Foley & Olson's
semantic types. Thus, if the MbyA V1-V2
construction were to
be analyzed as an SVC, the language
would occupy the same
position as Fijian in Foley 6 Olson's hierarchy.
(94c-e). Syntactically, 'he MbyA V1-V2
construction gives
evidence of being a singl 2hrase; there
is no evidence of a
clause boundary between th,_ two verbs (cf. (94c)).
This is
based on facts regarding such diverse phenomena
as stress
assignment (Sect. 3), tense/aspect/mood (especially the
latter, Sect. 4.5), argument sharing (Sect. 5.1) and
positioning of arguments (Sect. 5.2). It is true that verbal
negation in this construction does not
strictly follow
Sebba's prescription (94d), since the scope of negation
can
be only part of the construction. However,
this is no
different from the negation of a verb and its adverbial
modifier in MbyA (Sect. 4.4).
(94f-g). The MbyA V1-V2 construction is
clearly different
from clause subordination (Sect. 6) and verbal
(Sect. 7), but V2 does show a distinct marker ofcoordination
dependence:
the V2 suffix (Sect. 4.1). This suffix,
along with the
distinctive agreement marking shown by V2 and its agreement
with VI in regard to arguments, indicates that V2 is
dependent on V1, quite possibly as a modifier (Sect. 5).

(94h-j). Descriptions of argument sharing in serial verb
constructions vary; (94h) appears to be included in
them
all. The MbyA requirement of coreferentiality
of both
subjects and objects (in the case that V2 as well
as VI is
transitive) is stronger than any of the
requirements
posited
for SVCs, and satisfies all of them.0
However, the virtual
21 The following are different statements
of argument
sharing in SVCs: "serial verb constructions
are formed only
on the basis of the same subject or the
object-subject
constraints" (Foley 6 Olson, p. 26); "V1 and V2 must share
an argument: either subject/su'lject or object/object
or
both" (Oerdts; but she also discusses
object-subject
sharing); "either: the semantic subject of Vi is the subject
of Vi+1, or: the object of Vi is the
semantic subject of
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absence of arguments between the verbs in the Mbyi V1-V2
construction (Sect. 5.2) is atypical of SVCs.
The Mbyi V1-V2 construction, therefore, has much in
common with SVCs. On the other hand, there are points on
which it differs from the better known kinds of SVCs: a
distinctive V2 suffix, a distinctive pattern of agreement
markers, coreferentiality of objects as well as subjects,
and the virtual nonoccurrence of MP objects between V1 and
V2.

Both Sebba and Zwicky state that, in many of the
languages having SVCs, there is a paucity of morphology
which "makes it notoriously difficult to find non-syntactic
criteria for determining category status" (Sebba). Two kinds
of category status are in view. First, one looks for
evidence which will identify SVCs as opposed to other kinds
of constructions, such as verbal coordination and purpose
clauses (Sebba, Baker). Second, one seeks to classify known
SVCs as either coordinating SVCs, in which the verbs are
multiple heads of a single phrasal or phrase-internal
construction, or else subordinating SVCs, in which one verb
is head and the other(s) is(are) dependent (the
classification from Sebba). In the case of the Mbyi V2,
there is clear morphological evidence of dependence (Sects.
4.1 and 4.3).12

In a word, the Mbyi V1-V2 construction is syntactically
"tighter" than stock examples of SVCs. This subsumes not
only the morphologically clear dependence of V2 on V1, but
Vi4.1" (Sebba); if V1 is transitive, its object is the same
as either the subject or object of V2 (Baker). On a related
point, Sebba (p. 122) claims that in SVCs, "an intransitive
verb can appear after a transitive one but a transitive verb
may appear in series after a transitive only". If that were
so, the Mbyti constraint barring transitive V2s following
intransitive Vls would certainly lend weight to identifying
the Mbyi construction as an SVC. Zwicky, however, considers
constructions like the English Go see who's at the door as a
type of SVC (p. 9).
12 The following statement from Zwicky (p. 8) is
enigmatic in this regard: "Though many of the stock examples
of languages with serial verbs lack the verbal morphology
that uould allow us to classify the serial constructions as
subordinate or coordinate on the basis of the way finite and
non-finite categories are distributed, it is generally
assumed that serials look morphologically subordinate." It
is not clear in what sense they could "look morphologically
subordinate" in the absence of such morphology.
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also its agreement with V1 in regard to arguments and in the
virtual impermeability of the construction to arguments
occurring between the two verbs. If an SVC is, among other
things, a "combination o; two or more verbal constituents
which in problematic because it exhibits some properties of
subordination and some of coordination" (Zwicky, p. 2), then
the MbyA construction should not be classified with
prototypical SVCs.
9

Concluding discussion

The V1-V2 construction in MbyA, under examination from
various viewpoints (lexico-semantic, phonological,
morphological and syntactic), is seen to be a phrase in
which V2 functions as a modifier of Vl. It is different from
other constructions in the language, such as clause
subordination (including purpose clauses) and verbal
coordination. On the other band, it has much in common with
SVCs that are amply documented for languages of West Africa,
the Caribbean, East and Southeast Asia and Papua New Guinea
(and for other Austronesian languages).
The latter part of this paper (Sects. 6-6) is organized
as if addressing a question of classification: Under which
fami!iir construction type does the MbyA V1-V2 construction
fit? Specifically, Is this construction a "real" SVC? As
Zwicky (1990) points out, however, given the syntactic
diversity of SVCs and the lack of rigid and unified criteria
for their identification, that question becomes spurious
where borderline cases are concerned.13 There are
prototypical, or "historically faithful" (to use Zwicky's
term) SVCs which are worth identifying as such, but there As
little point in trying to classify borderline cases on the
basis of present understanding.
Instead, another type of question could be asked, one
which takes as its point of departure the observation that
"most serializing languages are isolating" (Foley & Olson,
p. 21), or at least, to use Comrie's term (pp. 46ff), they
have ak low "index of synthesis". That is, such languages
tend to have little inflectional morphology; they use verbs
instead of adpositions to code notions of location and
motion, and they commonly rely on juxtaposition rather than
tight syntax (Sebba, p. 214f). The following question, then,
is of some interest: In a language with a relatively high
13 "...there is no question here of deciding which
examples are really serial verbs and which are just some
other problematic type of V+V combination" (Zwicky, p. 2).
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index of synthesis (such as )1bylt,
Sect. 4), what kind of
construction might be found which is
semantically and
functionally similar to SVCs?

One plausible answer would be: A
construction that is
syntactically tighter than stock examples
of SVCs. Such a
construction, for example, would
involve multiple verbs, not
with clause subordination, but
likely with one verb serving
as head and the other(s) showing deper.avincy
on it, quite
possibly by means of morphological
signals
(e.g.,
distinctive agreement patterns and/or
a marker reminiscent
of subordinating conjunctions).
Argument
more tightly constrained than in familiar sharing might be
SVC constructions,
even to the point of becoming
agreement.
The
construction
might well exhibit other
clear properties of a phrase, such
as impenetrability to arguments;
alternatively, it might
have fixed posittons in which
would occur. The construction arguments, especially objects,
would behave somewhat like a
single main verb in its
syntagmatic relations with other
sentence elements, but its internal
complexity might give
rise to certain differences. The
dependent verbs might be
restricted to a small lexical class.
Most of these characteristics
found in the Mbyi V1V2 construction, and of course wereare
suggested by it. The
point is not, however, to find
a "back-door" approach so
that the Mbyá V1-V2 construction
can be classified as a type
of SvC. Rather, it is to show
indeed like SVCs in significantthat the Mbyi construction is
tighter in ways that one would ways, but is grammatically
fairly high index of synthesis. expect in a language with a
from simple classification and The question thus moves away
becomes one of identifying
similarities and differences with
respect to a prototypical
construction type.
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ABBREVIATIONS
ABL
ANA
CAUS
COLL
COM
DAT
DIMIN
DP
EP
PUT
NPOSSD
NR
0
PL
PURP
RECIP
REFL
REL
SO
SS
TR
V2
1+2
1+3
2
3

ablative
anaphora
causative
collective
comitative
dative
diminutive
distant past
epenthesis
future
nonpossessed
nominaliter
direct object
plural
purpose
reciprocal
reflexive
relativiter
subject
singular
same subject
trapsitiviter
identifying suffix of V2 verb
1st person
1st person pl. inclusive
1st person pl. exclusive
2nd person
3rd person
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